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Musical Cootie Catcher

Print and cut out the outside of the cootie catcher
Fold in half and in half again
Open out, turn over so top is blank and fold each corner into the middle
Turn over and repeat
Turn over so you can see the rhythm pictures
Slide your thumb and your finger behind 2 of the rhythm note pictures and press together so they bend round and touch
Turn over and repeat with the thumb and finger of the other hand for the other two rhythm pictures
All the rhythms should now be at the font with centers touching. Now it's ready to use!
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Find 5 small items in your house that can fit on a key on your piano.
Come back and put them on all the F keys. You have 1 minute!

Say the music alphabet backwards

Play a perfect 5th

Play the first 3 measures of your song forte

Try playing Twinkle Twinkle Little Star (without music)

Run to the bathroom, wash your hands, come back and place your
hands in the starting position of your piece. 

Do 2 push-ups and then play the last measure of your piece

Play your current piece in all staccato

How to play
Ask your student to pick one of the rhythms on the top flaps
Move the flaps in and out and side to side for the amount of counts of the chosen rhythm
Stop on the last count with the cootie catcher open to reveal the numbers. Ask your student to pick one and
count out the numbers
This time, ask your student to pick a third number. Open that flap to reveal a character.
See the characters below to reveal what the challenge is
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** to use online: we used characters so it would be easy to for the student to see through your video call. OR, you
can give it to the student to print and make ahead of lessons but you keep the challenge sheet 


